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tommy hill GUEST EDITOR
Tommy Hill takes on the role of Guest
Editor this month and gives us the lowdown on what it takes to make it on to
the grid.
FRONT ROW

As the racing season gets started across
the world we bring you pics from Qatar,
Australia - and Surrey!

NEWS
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A smorgasbord of racing news!

motogp kick off

Our guide to the prospects of each team,
bike and rider on the grid this season and
how Rossi, Lorenzo, Spies and Co will fare.

74

race series explained

The appeal of 250GP racing - proper purebred two-stroke racing bikes live on here
in the UK!

hill’s heroes

Tommy Hill and the guys who inspired him
when he was just a nipper.

shane byrne

Byrne comes home to BSB and Racer finds
out what his hopes are for the coming
season.

JAck valentine GUEST COLUMN
We asked Jack to explain what goes on
behind the scenes and what it takes to
put a top-level race team together each
season.

casey stoner MOTOGP
Casey on his return to Honda, his team
mates, the bike and the thorny subject of
lactose intolerance.

76

qatar motogp
The first MotoGP race of the season! What
a weekend!

80

phillip island WSBK
World Superbike and Supersport Round
one saw Checa and Lowes impress
everyone!

83 gary thompson GUEST COLUMN

troy corser/BMW S1000RR

A Racer Exclusive! Alan Cathcart talks to
Troy Corser and test rides the S1000RR in the wet!

10 questions with... BSB
Loris Baz on his adventures in BSB with
the Motorpoint Yamaha team.
tas suzuki

BSB / road racing
Racer’s exclusive interview with Philip
Neill.

guy martin RoAd racing

TVs Guy Martin on his leap to the
Relentless Suzuki by TAS team.

STARS OF THE FUTURE

circuit racing
Our pick of up-and-coming circuit stars to
watch out for this season - and beyond!

out of africa

We check out the racing scene in South
Africa and quiz the riders who decamp to
Britain to race.
The ACU’s Gary Thompson on British
hopes across the world this year.

historic races WSBK

In the build-up to the Donington WSBK
race Dave Fern explains how history was
made at the first ever World Superbike
race.

appleyeard RACING

In this month’s team focus we find out
how the Appleyards got the racing bug.
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”Stoner is definitely again the one to beat
in MotoGP this year and has gelled with the
Honda straight away. I believe the riding style
needed to get the best from the Ducati and the
Honda is fairly similar. And looking at the riders
at the sharp end, they all have similar styles on
the bike, especially Stoner and Pedrosa. I’m sure
the move to Honda will be good, and he will be
on the pace, as he has already shown in the
winter tests.”

34 Phillip island wsbk

”The first round of any race series is always
exciting, whether it’s BSB, MotoGP or WSBK.
Watching that first race at WSBK this year, I
just found myself paying more attention to the
Yamahas of Laverty and Melandri - because
I’m riding one this year! Again at Philip Island
the so-called ‘old and slow’ Ducati proved itself
again, with Checa doing a great job. It was
good to see Haslam up on the podium as well,
as I know he was having a few little issues
in testing. Over the next few weeks, I’m sure
Kawasaki will be hard at work. In the last few
years testing has gone well but it’s been harder
for them in the races. The bike seems to work
well for a few laps, it’s just the need for overall
consistency, lap after lap. I’m sure Sykes will
be at the sharp end at Donington, for that first
home round.”

CLUB news

The low down on Club Racing and special
offers for club racers this month.

NW200

Our guide to the full week’s events at this
year’s North West 200.

PRODUCTS

Tommy Hill’s favourite products plus
what’s new in the world of racing ‘bling’.
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RACING POST LETTERS
Please keep that feedback coming!
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getting technical:
exhausts

Racer’s guide to exhausts - we explain the
tech behind pipes.
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